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A Fuzzy Logic-based Foundation for 
Analyzing Imprecise Conflicting 
Requirements 
John Yen, Member IEEE and Xiaoqing Liu 
Ab8tract- Imprecise requirements are rep- 
resented by the canonical form in test-score 
semantics. The concepts of feasibility, satisfi- 
ability, and specificity are formalized based on 
the fuzzy sets. The relationships between re- 
quirements are classified to be conflicting and 
cooperative. A feasible overall requirement 
can thus be formulated based on the trade- 
off analysis of the conflicting requirements by 
using fuzzy multi-criteria optimization tech- 
nique. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The requirements represent the criteria against which 
the acceptability of a realization of a target system is 
judged. Lack of precision leads to  the difficulty to de- 
velop a procedure for determining a realization do or 
does not meet some particular requirement [l]. Thus 
a challenge with requirement engineering is that the 
requirements to be captured are usually described 
in qualitative terms which are imprecise in nature. 
Actually, as Balzer et al. have stated, informality 
is an inevitable and ultimately desirable feature of 
the specification process [2]. However, most exist- 
ing specification methodologies either require that 
the requirements be stated precisely, such as in for- 
mal specification methodologies (e.g., Z [8], Larch 
[5], etc.), or convert informal requirements into for- 
mal ones (e.g., SAFE project [2] and Requirement 
Apprentice [SI). Therefore they do not capture the 
impreciseness of the requirements. 
Another challenge with requirement engineering is 
that requirements often conflict with each other. How- 
ever existing specification methods consider that a 
requirement specification, which contains conflicting 
requirements, to be inconsistent, and should be avoided 
since requirements are specified as crisp ones [l]. More- 
over, it is very difficult, if not impossible, to specify 
a trade-off between conflicting requirements if these 
requirements are specified to be crisp. 
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In this paper, soft functional requirements are for- 
mulated based on the canonical form in test-score 
semantics [12]. One of purposes to  conduct require- 
ment analysis is to make the acquired requirements 
feasible. The concepts of feasibility, satisfiability, and 
specificity are formalized based on fuzzy sets. The 
relationships between requirements are classified to 
be conflicting and cooperative. Conflicting require- 
ments can not be satisfied completely at the same 
time and a trade-off needs to be developed. The 
trade-offs are analyzed using fuzzy multi-criteria op- 
timization techniques [13, 31 to formulate a feasible 
overall requirement and to facilitate to find a better 
design. 
In the next section, we introduce the notation and 
formulation of soft requirements. The concepts of 
feasibility, satisfiability, and specificity are formal- 
ized in section 3. The classification of relationships 
between requirements is presented in section 4. Sec- 
tion 5 discusses how to use fuzzy multi-criteria op- 
timization techniques for combining conflicting re- 
quirements. Finally as an example, a specification of 
conflicting requirements in expert system Rl/SOAR 
is presented in section 6. 
11. FUNDAMENTALS 
A target system T can be specified as a set of state 
transitions [lo]. Let ST be the set of plausible state 
transition < S I ,  s2 > that can be performed by T ,  
where s1 is a before state, s2 is a after state. If 
T is implemented, the working system is called its 
realization. A before state s1 may have more than 
one plausible after state s2 such that < SI, s2 >E 
S T .  It indicates that there may be many plausible 
realizations for T .  For a given before state SI, let 
p e r f o r m ( T , s l )  = {sa 1 < s1,sz > E  S T } .  The 
cardinality of the set p e r f o r m ( T , s l )  may thus be 
greater than one. Assume that P is a realization of 
T ,  we use ezec(P, sl) to denote the after state which 
can be obtained by P when given a before state SI. 
Definition 1 (Rigid Functional Requirement [I I]): 
A precise functional requirement R of the target sys- 
tem i s  a pair offormula < (p1,(p2 > where (p1 i s  a 
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precondition and 9 2  is a postcondition, such that 
V < SI, ~2 >E ST hold(cp1, SI) hold(cp2, ~ 2 )  
where “hold(cp, s ) ”  is a boolean function which tests 
whether the condition p is satisfied in state s ,  and 
+ is  the logic implication. 
A rigid functional requirement < cp1,cpz > is an es- 
sential requirement. It specifies the ”state changes” 
that has to be achieved by a realization of the target 
system. 
A fuzzy set DSTR = { < SI, s2 >, ~ D S T ~  < 81, s2 > 
} of desired state transitions can be defined for an 
imprecise requirement R,  where ~ D S T ~  < sl ,s2 > 
specifies the degree to which the state transition < 
SI, s2 > is desired by R.  
Definition 2 (Soft Functional Requirement [I I]): 
A soft functional requirement R of the target system 
is specified as a pair of formula < cp1, (02 > where (01 
is a soft precondition and ‘p2 is a soft postcondition, 
such that 
’fhold(cp1 ,a,) j fhold(rp2,ss) = pDsTR < “’ s2 > 
where S(DSTR) is the suppod of the fuzzy set DSTR, 
“fhold” is a function that returns the degree to which 
a formula cp  is true in state s ,  and + is the fuzzy 
logic implication. 
Thus a soft requirement specifies the ”state changes” 
that are desired to be achieved to some degrees by 
a realization of the target system. In the following 
discussion, ER will denote a set of before state s1 
of R and A R  a set of after state s2 of R such that 
~ D S T R  < S l ,  s2 > > 0 
A soft requirement can be represented using the 
canonical form in Zadeh’s test score semantics [12]. 
It is established by the following theorem [ll]. 
Theorem 1 Let p be a proposition in its canonical 
form, X is A,  X is a state variable in state s,  and 
ui i s  the value of X in s. Then 
V < S I ,  s2 >E S( DSTR) ,  
I 
f 
fhold(p,s) = p A ( u i )  
In the following discussion, the requirement is re- 
ferred to the soft functional requirement unless an 
explicit specification is made. 
111. SATISFIABILITY, FEASIBILITY AND 
A soft requirement can be satisfied to different de- 
grees by different realizations of a target system T .  
The satisfiability of a requirement by a realization 
can be viewed as the degree to which it is satisfied 
by the realization in the worst case. 
Definition 3 (satisfiability): 
Let R =< ( p i ,  p1 > be a requirement of a target sys- 
tem T and P be a realization of T ,  the degree to  which 
SPECIFICITY 
P satisfies R,  denoted as satisf iabil i ty(P, R) ,  is de-  
fined as 
Tin (’jhold(rpl ,s) f h o l d ( v 2 , e r e c ( P , s ) ) )  = *. 
That a requirement is feasible implies that it can 
be fulfilled by some plausible realization of the target 
system. Thus the feasibility of a soft requirement can 
be viewed as the degree to which it can be satisfied 
by its most optimistic realization. 
Definition 4 (feasibility) : 
Let R be a requirement, the feasibility of R is defined 
as 
Feasibility(R) = max(minpDSTR < s ,  ezec(P,  s )  >). 
We say that Rz is more feasible than R1 if 
Feasibility( R I )  5 Feasibility( R2) 
If a soft requirement is infeasible, i.e., its feasibility 
is zero, it cannot be satisfied by any possible realiza- 
tion of the target system. That is, for every possible 
realization of the target system, there exists a case 
such that the requirement cannot be satisfied at all. 
In requirement engineering, that a requirement R1 
is more specific than another requirement R2 implies 
that if R1 can be satisfied, R2 must be satisfied. 
Definition 5 (specificity): 
Let RI and R2 are two requirements of T .  
that R1 is more specific than R2, ihat is, 
P s  
We say 
RI 3 R2, 
if and only if for  every realization P of T ,  
sa t i s fy (P,  R I )  5 sat i s fy (P,  R z ) .  
Theorem 2, 3, and 4 can be directly derived from 
the above definitions. 
Theorem 2 Let RI and R2 are two requirements of 
T .  R2 is more feasible than R1 if 
Ri i Rz. 
Theorem 3 Let RI and R2 be two requirements, if  
R1 5 R2, then 
Infeasible(R2)  =j I n  feasible(R1) 
Theorem 4 Assume that R1 =< c p : ,  cpi > and R2 =< 
cpT,cp: > are two soft requirements of a target sys- 
tem. Let Rc =< ‘pi A cp:,cpi A pi > and RD =< 
cpi A cp? ,  cpi V c p z  >, then 
R c  5 R; and Rc 3 RD 
where 15 i 5 2.  
Intuitively, it means that if Rc is satisfied, both R1 
and R1 are satisfied, and so does R D .  
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IV. THE CLASSIFICATION OF RELATIONSHIPS 
Two soft requirements are said to conflict with each 
other to a degree if an increase in the degree to which 
one requirement is satisfied often decreases the degree 
to which another requirement is satisfied. 
Definition 6 (conflicting degree with respect to(wrt) 
a given before state) 
Assume that RI =< pi, 'pi > and R2 =< c p f ,  cp; > 
be two soft requirements of a target system T .  For a 
before state bk E B R ~  t l B R ~ ,  let the set of common 
after states of RI and Rz wrt bk be denoted as 
AR, ,Ra(bk) = Perform(T,  bk) fl A R ~  n A R ~  , 
and the set of after state pairs, in which an increase 
in the degree to which a requirement is satisfied de- 
creases the degree to which another requirement is 
satisfied, be denoted as 
BETWEEN REQUIREMENTS 
F ( b k )  = {(al ,a2)lal ,a2 E ARI,RZ(bk) ,  
and (fhold(cp:, 0 1 )  - f h o ~ ( c p : ,  a2)) x 
( f h o W 4 ,  a1) - f h o q c p ; ,  a2)) < 0). 
Then the degree R1 and RZ are conflicting wrt the 
before state b k ,  denoted as COnf(bk), as e. 
An example of conflicting requirements wrt a given 
before state is shown in Fig. 1. 
Two soft requirements are said to completely con- 
flicting with each other wrt a given before state if 
an increase in the degree to which one requirement 
is satisfied always decreases the degree to which an- 
other requirement is satisfied for the before state. It 
can be easily shown that two requirements are com- 
pletely conflicting wrt a given before state whenever 
their conflicting degree wrt the before state is one. 
An example of completely conflicting requirements 
wrt a before state is shown in Fig. 2. 
Having defined the conflicting degree wrt a given 
before state, we are ready to introduce several overall 
conflicting measures between two requirements. 
Figure 1 : Conflicting 
Requirements wrt a Be- 
fore State msm 
t 
Figure 
3: Disjointly Conflicting 
Requirements 
We now introduce the 
Figure 2: Completely 
Conflicting Requirements 
wrt a Before State 
azsn 
f 
Figure 4: Completely Co- 
operative Requirements 
wrt a Before State 
following two definitions to 
measure the overall degrees to which two require- 
ments are completely conflicting. 
Definition 8 (existen tially completely conflicting re- 
quiremen ts) 
Let R1 =< cp: ,cp?j  > and R2 =< cp:,cpi > are two 
soft requirements. We say R1 and R2 are existen- 
tially completely conflicting with each other if and 
only if 
pess - conf(R1, R2) = 1. 
That is,  they completely conflict with each other wrt 
at least one before state in  B R ~  fl B R ~ .  
Definition 9 (universally completely conflicting re- 
q uiremen ts) 
Let RI =< cp:,cpi > and R2 =< cpt,cp: > are two 
soft requirements. We say RI and Rz are universally Definition 7 (optimistic, pessimistic and average con- - - - -  
completely conflicting with each other if and only if flicting degree) 
Assume that RI =< cpi,cp: > and RZ =< c p : , c p z  > 
are two soft requirements of a target system. The 
optimistic conflicting degree of RI and R2 is 
opt - conf(R1, R2) = 1. 
That is, they completely conflict with each other wrt 
all before states in BR, fl B R ~ .  opt - conf( R I ,  R2) = min con f (bk). 
b k € B R , n B R ,  Sometimes two soft requirements cannot be satis- 
The pessimistic conflicting degree ofRI and R~ is fied at all at the same time. That is, if one require- 
ment is satisfied to some degree, another cannot be 
Definition 10 (disjointly conflicting requirements) 
Two soft requirement RI and R2 are said to be dis- 
pess - conf(R1, R2) = max conf(bk). satisfied at all, and vice versa. 
b k € B R l  nBR, 
The average conflicting degree of RI and R2 is 
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where S(DSTR) denotes the support of the fuzzy set 
DSTR which specifies the degrees to which state tran- 
sitions are desired for a sofl requirement R. 
Thus if R1 and R2 are disjointly conflicting require- 
ments, then 
and vice versa. Therefore there cannot be any trade- 
off between two disjointly conflicting requirements. 
Only one of them can be satisfied as shown in Fig. 
3. 
Two soft requirements often cooperate with each 
other. It means an increase in the degree to which 
one requirement is satisfied often increases the degree 
to which another requirement is satisfied. 
Definition 11 (cooperative degree wrt a given be- 
fore state) 
Assume that RI =< c p ~ , ~ ~  > and R2 =< 'p?,'p: > 
be two soft requirements of a target system T .  For a 
before state bs E B R ~  n B R ~ ,  let the set of after state 
pairs, in which an increase in the degree to which a 
requirement is satisfied also increases the degree to 
which anoiher requirement is satisfied, be denoted as 
G(bs) = { (a~,aa) la i ,az E A R , , R ~ ( ~ ~ : ) ,  
and(fhold(cpa, a1) - fhold(cp:, a2))x 
( f h o w ; , a l )  - fhold(cpL a2)) 2 0). 
Then the degree RI and R2 are cooperative wrt before 
state bk, denoted as coop(bs), i s  *T. 
Two soft requirements are said to completely co- 
operative with each other wrt a given before state if 
an increase in the degree to which one requirement 
is satisfied always increases the degree to which an- 
other requirement is satisfied for the before state. It 
can be easily shown that two requirements are com- 
pletely cooperative wrt a before state whenever their 
cooperative degree wrt the before state is one. An 
example of completely cooperative requirement wrt 
a before state is shown in Fig. 4. Two requirements 
are called completely cooperative if they completely 
cooperative with each other wrt all before states in 
We now introduce several overall cooperative mea- 
B R ~  n B R ~ .  
surea between two requirements. 
Definition 12 (optimistic, pessimistic, and average 
cooperative degree) 
Assume that R1 =< pil cpi > and R2 =< cpl, cp; > 
are two sofl requirements of a target system. The 
pessimistic Cooperative degree of R1 and R2 is defined 
as 
pess - coop( R I ,  R2) = min coop( bk). 
b k E B R , n B R ,  
The optimistic cooperative degree of RI  and R2 is 
defined as 
The average cooperative degree of RI and R2 is de-  
fined as 
There is a dual relationship between conflicting de- 
gree and conflicting degree. 
Theorem 5 Let R1 and R2 be two requirements, then 
1. pess - con f (  R I ,  R2) = 1 - opt - coop( R I ,  R2) 
2. opt - con f ( R I ,  R2) = 1 - pess - coop( R I ,  R2) 
3. avg - con f ( R I ,  R2) = 1 - avg - con f ( R I ,  R2) 
This theorem can be proved easily according to the 
definitions given before. 
The relationship between disjointly conflicting re- 
quirements and cooperative requirements is estab- 
lished by the following theorem. 
Theorem 6 If two requirements are disjointly con- 
flicting, they can not be cooperative. 
This theorem can be proved easily by the direct ap- 
plication of the definitions of conflicting and cooper- 
ative requirements given above. 
V. USING FUZZY MULTI-CRITERIA OPTIMIZATION 
TECHNIQUES FOR COMBINING CONFLICTING 
REQUIREMENTS 
A.  Compromise Operators 
Averaging [3] and compensatory [13] operators are of- 
ten used to combine multi-criteria in fuzzy multicrite- 
ria optimization. However many averaging operators 
are not compensatory and vice versa. In require- 
ment engineering, a trade-off between conflicting re- 
quirements usually is a compromise which is com- 
pensatory. Thus the compromise operator is devel- 
oped to combine conflicting requirements for trade- 
off analysis. 
Definition 13 (Averaging) [3] 
A n  operator M is said to be an averaging operator if 
and only if it satisfies: 
1. min((fhold(pi ,  s), . . . , fho ld (pn ,  s)) 5 
M ( ( f h o l d ( p i , s ) ,  . . . , f ho ld (pn l s ) ) ;  and 
M is different from either min or m a x .  
2. M(1,1 , .  . . )  1)  = 1; M(O,O , . . . (  0) = 0 
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The resulting trade-offs of an average operator lie be- 
tween the most optimistic lower bound and the most 
pessimistic upper bound. The examples of averaging 
operator includes arithmetic mean, geometric mean, 
the two operators M I  and M2 such that: 
Definition 14 (Compensation) [13] 
Suppose that XI, 2 2 , .  . . , tn be real numbers in [0,1] 
and f be a function that maps to  a real number in 
[0,1]. We say f i s  compensatory iffgiven 
f ( X l , . .  .,%a) = k., 
V 0 5 i 5 n,VAxi such that 0 5 xi + Ax; 5 1, there 
exists j # i (1 5 j 5 n) and Axj such that 
O < ~ j + A z j S l , ~ n d  
f(. . . , X; +  AX^, . . . , zj +  AX^, . . .) = k. 
Thus the ’“in”, a t-norm operator, and the ”max”, 
a t-conorm operator, are not compensatory. The av- 
eraging operator M1 described above is also not com- 
pensatory. For a compensatory operator, a decrease 
in one operand can be compensated by an increase 
in another operand. 
Definition 15 (Compromise) 
A n  operator is said to be a compromise operator if 
and only if it i s  both averaging and compensate oper- 
ator. 
In the following context, C denotes a compromise op- 
erator. It realizes the trade-offs by allowing compen- 
sation between requirements. The resulting compro- 
mise is between the minimal and maximal degree of 
membership of the aggregated fuzzy sets. The arith- 
metic mean is an example of the C operator. 
B. Combine Requirements using the Compromise 
The intended meaning of a soft condition is usually 
complex in nature. To represent the meaning of a 
complex term used in a soft condition, we often need 
to define the term using propositions regarding re- 
lated variables whose values can be easily obtained. 
For example, the definition of a fuzzy proposition 
p may be an aggregation of other fuzzy propositions 
{pl . . . Pk}, each of which assumes the canonical form 
of p; -+ Xi is Ai, where Xi is a variable in the do- 
main of Vi, U = U1 x . . . x u k ,  and A I , .  . . ,Ak are 
k fuzzy sets in U1,. . . , uk, respectively. 
To use a compromise operator to aggregate the 
conflicting requirements, we define the following rule 
to compute the function @old for aggregation. 
Operator 
Definition 16 (aggregation rule) 
f hold({pl ,  ~ 2 ,  * . , Pn}, s) 
= C(fhOld(P1, s), f h O l d ( P 2 ,  s), . . . , fhOld(P?a, .)) 
where p i ,  i = 1 , 2 , .  . . , n, are propositions, s is a 
state, and C is a compromise operator [3]. 
Thus the overall possibility distribution for repre- 
senting the meaning of the soft condition p may be 
obtained by using the compromise operator C from 
Definition 16 and Theorem 1 as follows: 
f hold(p, s) = f hold( {Pl  . . , Pk} s) 
= c ( f  hold(p1, s), . . ., f h o l d ( p k  s)) 
= C ( P A ~ ( U ~ ) I . .  . , P A k ( U k ) )  
where U; E Vi. 
It is very difficult to select an appropriate opera- 
tor to aggregate multiple requirements because of the 
variety of operator and requirements. For example, 
a t-conorm operator is inappropriate to disjoin con- 
flicting requirements. A t-norm operator needs to be 
used instead in this case since only one of disjoin con- 
flicting requirements can be satisfied. On the other 
hand, a t-conorm may be more helpful for coopera- 
tive requirements since cooperative requirements can 
usually be satisfied at the same time. 
A lot of averaging operators which are compen- 
satory have been developed such as harmonic mean, 
geometric mean, arithmetric mean, quadratic mean, 
symmetric summations, and parametrized averaging 
operators [9, 31. The variety of compromise opera- 
tors might make it hard to decide which one to use 
in a specific application. Eight criteria have been 
summarized by Zimmermann [13] for selecting the 
appropriate general aggregation operator. They in- 
clude axiomatic strength, empirical fit, adaptability, 
numerical efficiency, compensation, range of compen- 
sation, aggregating behavior, and required scale level 
of membership functions. In terms of requirement 
engineering, the following additional criteria need to 
be taken into account: 1. The intended relationship: 
The operator should conform to the intended rela- 
tionship between requirements and the semantic in- 
terpretation [4]; 2. Feasibility: The operator should 
make the combined requirement feasible and increase 
its feasibility. For example, since the combined re- 
quirement of disjoin conflicting requirements using 
compromise operator is infeasible, a compromise op- 
erator can not used to aggregate them; 3. Satisfiabil- 
ity: The operator should help to find a better design 
and realization which achieves a high satisfiability; 
4. Criticality: The operator should be able to handle 
criticality in the requirement specification. Critical- 
ity may be expressed in either number or linguistic 
variable; 5. Incommensurable units: Each require- 
ment may have a different unit of measurement. 
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